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An eventful year lies behind us. The development of the world’s first water 

slide with wind propulsion and the realization of a prototype at AquaMagis in 

Plettenberg were exciting topics which we devoted ourselves to. One of the most 

spectacular water slides in recent years came into being with the Stormchaser. 

But that’s not all: In Project 5.0, two other slides were realized for AquaMagis, 

and therefore the largest expansion since the opening of the water park was 

successfully implemented.

But much has also happened beyond the German-speaking borders. In Kortrijk we 

were able to realize one of the largest slide complexes in Belgium. A total of five 

water slides will be implemented in the latest LAGO facility, including the Magic 

Twice double slide, the Abyss funnel slide and a Magic Tube with Infinity-Jump 

and Fake Slide elements. We are not only able to enjoy an increased interest in 

our water slides in Europe. The demand for unique slide types is also increasing 

in China and the USA. For instance, we were able to successfully complete the first 

two projects in Houston, Texas and St. Charles, Illinois in the United States, and we 

are pleased about the first order for a large-scale slide complex in China.

The continuous new development and further development of water slides will 

also be an important corporate objective for us in the future. Innovative slide types 

and individual planning are our most important factors for the sustainable success 

of a slide complex. Get an idea of our concepts and send us a non-binding inquiry!

Claudia und Stefan Klarer

Klarer Freizeitanlagen AG
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BELGIUM

Water slides from Klarer serve as the main attraction for a new water park in 

Belgium.

The heretofore largest sports & water park from the well-known LAGO Group is 

coming into being in Kortrijk, Belgium. Our teams are installing the first water 

slides at a dizzying height. The opening of the spectacular water park is planned 

for the spring of 2019.
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On June 30, 2018 the time had come and the world’s first wind-

powered slide could be put into operation at AquaMagis in 

Plettenberg.

Wind speeds of up to 100 km/h are generated by means of an 

axial fan in a closed tube slide. The visitor is only propelled by 

wind power, regardless of slope or gradient. The intensity of the 

wind can be selected from three different programs, and can be 

additionally accelerated or decelerated on special rafts.

WATER MEETS WIND

STORMCHASER

The new development of the world’s first wind-powered water 

slide has attracted a lot of attention. Even the prototype of 

the Stormchaser, which could be admired and tested at our 

headquarters in Hallau, allowed reason to expect a promising 

future for the initial realization.
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AQUAMAGIS PLETTENBERG

PROJECT 5.0

The trendsetter among the water parks has 
expanded. Two slides were replaced and a world 

debut was realized in Project 5.0 at AquaMagis 
in Plettenberg.



SLIDING TOGETHER

RACER SLIDE

The fun of sliding together is not encouraged more on any water slide than on 

the Racer Slide. Three adjacent lanes provide the greatest possible safety and 

a capacity which also means there will be no long waiting times on very busy 

days. The Racer Slide can be off ered in open or closed version as well as in 

all conceivable alignments. The sliding experience can be arranged in an even 

more impressive fashion by additional features such as time measurement, 

impressive eff ects as well as elaborate themes.
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RACE SLIDING

MAGIC TWICE

The Alpamare in Pfäffikon (SZ) on beautiful Lake Zurich is the best-known 

water park in Switzerland and now boasts another spectacular attraction. The 

Jungle Run is the longest double slide in Europe, with an overall length of 440 

meters divided over two lanes. The Magic Twice is the classic racing slide 

from Klarer. Who will win the race and cross the finish line with the best time? 

Time measurement and special effects for the sensation of acceleration make 

competition seem even more exciting!
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FAKE SLIDE AND INFINITY-JUMP

SLIDING WITH A 
UNIQUE FEATURE

Who wants a normal water slide? An interesting water slide remains engraved 

in your memory. In addition to the type of slide, it is the attractions and eff ects 

which leave a lasting impression. Off er your guests more with Fake Slide, 

Infi nity-Jump and a variety of confi gurations.

Attractions and eff ects are becoming increasingly more important features to 

off er visitors a special experience. Attractions such as Fake Slide and Infi nity-

Jump support the sliding experience in an impressive number of ways. 

Fake Slide elements provide the guest with an optical illusion that feigns the 

straight run of the slide, although the actual alignment runs as a curve. 

The Infi nity-Jump is provided with a built-in jump that feigns the continuation 

of the tube slide under the same gradient. Both attractions off er a variety of 

diff erent confi gurations for an individual slide.
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FUN, ACTION, SPECIALS

ARE YOU LOOKING 
FOR SOMETHING 

SPECIAL?  
WE HAVE IT!

Only those who stand out from the competition will 

be rewarded with attention. Unique features are 

among the most important qualities to gain the favor 

of customers. This is precisely why with us there is no 

year without specials which we naturally do not want 

to withhold from you.

FREESTYLE STAND-UP SLIDE 
What is forbidden on all other water slides  

can finally be lived out!

CRAZY-JUMP 
Even the start takes effort. Do you dare?

SUMMERSLIDE
The world’s largest mobile water slide. 1514
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LATEST PROJECTS

10 COUNTRIES, 45 PROJECTS, 79 SLIDES

                      FRANCE
Saint Malo Racer Slide

Kamikaze
2× Speed Slide
Tube Slide with Fake Slide

La Roche-sur-Yon Whitewater River
2× Tube Slide
Tube and water slide

Valence FreeFall
Wide slide
Whitewater River
2× Tube Slide

Guebwiller Magic Slide
Wide slide

Saubion Racer Slide

                      USA
St. Charles Racer Slide

Speed Slide with Fake Slide

Houston High Fly

                      DENMARK
Ishoj Tube Slide
Billund Funnel slide

                      LUXEMBOURG
Rédange Magic Twice

Speed Slide

                      SWITZERLAND
Location Type of Slide

Worb Tube and water slide

Wallisellen Magic Tube with Fake Slide

Rothrist Tube Slide

Menziken Speed Slide

Pfäffi  kon (SZ) Magic Twice

Fanta Thunderstorm Stormchaser

Summerslide Event slide

Bad Zurzach Tube and water slide with Fake Slide

Oberhofen Tube Slide

Oberägeri Tube Slide with Infi nity-Jump

Grand Salève Tube Slide with Fake Slide
Kamikaze

Oberriet Tube and water slide with Fake Slide

Olten Magic Slide

La Chaux de Fonds Racer Slide

Luzern Crazy Jump

                      GERMANY
Location Type of Slide
Ellwangen Speed Slide

Triple Slide

Elmshorn Tube Slide with Infi nity-Jump and Fake Slide
Triple Slide

Karlsruhe Funnel slide

Plettenberg Racer Slide
Tube Slide with Infi nity-Jump and Fake Slide
Stormchaser

Soest Crazy Jump

Friedrichshafen Tube Slide with Infi nity-Jump

Hamm Whitewater River with overtaking zone

Hildesheim Tube Slide with Infi nity-Jump and Fake Slide

Kiel Magic Tube

                      BELGIUM
Kortrijk Magic Twice

Magic Tube with Infi nity-Jump and Fake Slide
Funnel slide
Speed Slide
Tube Slide

Mons Tube Slide with Fake Slide
Magic Tube

Brügge Magic Twice
Tube Slide with Infi nity-Jump

Gent Funnel slide

Lier Magic Tube with Infi nity-Jump
Triple Slide

Roeselare Magic Twice
Tube Slide with Fake Slide
Whitewater River

                      AUSTRIA
Kössen Triple Slide

Schladming Tube Slide with Fake Slide

Flachau Magic Tube with Infi nity-Jump and Fake Slide
Standup Slide
Triple Slide

                      CHINA
China Whitewater River

Cone Slide with Infi nity-Jump and Fake Slide
Racer Slide
Magic Twice
Tube Slide with Infi nity-Jump and Fake Slide

                      NORWAY
Bo Tube Slide with Infi nity-Jump and Fake Slide

Product catalog 
Order our product catalog by email or simply give us a call.


